ACTIVITY REPORT 2007

ALUMNI MEET 20th January, 2007

The year commenced with an alumni meet organized in January in association with the WIE student affinity group of IEEE Student Branch, Jamia Milia Islamia University.

ESTEVA: WIE 9th March 2007

This was followed by ESTEVA: WIE. The day was celebrated with a view to sensitize people on the various issues regarding women and make women aware of the environment around them as well as the multitude of opportunities open to them. An interactive session was held on "women in different careers" by an eminent panelist in which the need for women to take an initiative to assert their independence and develop a multifaceted personality was highlighted.

WORKSHOP ON MATHEMATICS 6th September, 2007

A workshop on "Mathematics made easy-Fun N Learn" was organized in September at Govt. Senior secondary school, Shahabad. The main objective of the event was to inspire and encourage the girl students to turn their imagination into reality with a future in engineering. WIE and ALOHA joined hands to accomplish this mission by arousing the interest of girls in maths through a series of puzzles and logical questions. This was done to bring out the fascinating side of mathematics, engage the interest of young girls and encourage logical and parallel thinking among them.
ENGLOVA: WIE was celebrated at Jamia Milia Islamia in mid September. Mrs. Janki Rajan F/O Education JMI gave a Presentation On “Importance Of Education For Women In All Walks Of Life” which led to an enthusiastic discussion with the students.
The year’s activities culminated with a workshop on “Self Defence - A proactive approach for working women”, which was conducted by WIE IEEE Delhi section in association with Delhi Police at India International Centre. The event saw participation from industries and colleges of Delhi. The key speakers were

- Mrs. Vimla Mehra, IPS, Spl Commissioner of Police, Delhi Police
- Prof. Nomita Aggrawal, Former Dean Law faculty, Delhi University
- Prof. Poonam Saxena, Prof in charge Law center II, Delhi University
- Dr. Rajat Mitra, Director Swamcheton-NGO.

Their lectures addressed major safety issues concerning the women today and emphasized on the various safety measures that can be taken as the city turns dangerous day by day. The Crime against women cell, Delhi Police organized a demonstration on self defence to make the women conversant with the various ways in which they can defend themselves in adverse situations.
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INDUSTRIAL VISITS

Industrial visits are organized for the student for exposure to the industry

- 14 Jan 2008
  A group of 60 students visited Regional Testing Center, Wazirpur, Delhi

- 17 Jan 2008
  Industrial visit to 400 KV Substation, Bawana, Delhi.

- 18 Jan 2008
  Industrial visit to Energy Meter Testing Center, Okhla, Delhi

TECHNICAL LECTURE 30th Jan 2008

Talk on "Ideas to life-Technology in Health Care" by Dr. Jayashree from IIT Delhi in Exposition Hall, Delhi College of Engineering organized by WIE student Affinity group, Delhi college of Engineering in association with WIE Affinity Group of IEEE Delhi Section.
Healthy mind always stays in a healthy body. Taking cue from this famous proverb, WIE Delhi College of Engineering in association with WIE Delhi section invited a healthy talk on HEALTH CARE for everybody in the campus especially for the weaker section of society. Message was well received by an overwhelmed gathering of around 150 persons including children,
housewives and senior citizens too. Kudos to Dr. Rajesh Shinghai and Mr. Niranjan Bhattacharya who made the deliberations simple but meaningful.

**TECHNICAL LECTURE 24th Oct 2008**

A brush for novice “Introduction to Computer Networking” by Mr. A.R.Chandrashekhar, Regional Head North-West zone, TVS Interconnect in Senate Hall, Delhi College of Engineering organized by WIE student Affinity group, Delhi college of Engineering in association with WIE Affinity Group of IEEE Delhi Section. The talk became interactive, with queries answered to the best by knowledgeable speaker. The students exactly got what wanted.
WORKSHOP ON ANALOG CIRCUIT DESIGN USING PSPICE 10TH Dec 2008

One full day workshop on “Analog Circuit Design using PSPICE” was well orchestrated by Mr. Chandan Kalra from Advanced Micronics Devices Ltd. Hands on experience was given to students. Knowledge application was the larger message perceived by the students. Engineers turned to real professionals vicariously while simulating various analog circuits for a while.